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Dear Readers,
We are back with another exciting issue! Spring witnessed fashion in full swing across the globe.
Launches of Designer Collections, Lawn, Pret, Formal and fashion weeks were all in swirl and remained
the talk of the town. So we’d think to give you the sneak peak of all that fashion mania on our paparazzi
and dairy of the month pages as we feature the most anticipated Telenor Fashion Pakistan Week
2015 which took place for four consecutive days in Karachi, launch of fashion biggest brand Sapphire
flagship store and new collection along with few other significant fashion events.
Montreal keeps its entertaining eye alive host an musical evening full of amazement when Universal
Promotions along with few others invited the heart throb singer of two lands Pakistan & India, Ustad
Rahat Fateh Ali Khan to enthrall audience at St. Denis Theatre. The evening saw the legend best ever
performance and we brought to you the exclusive coverage of the event being official media partner
of the musical concert. We hope that you will love this issue as much as we’d love creating it for you.
Happy Reading!
Happy Reading!
Syncmag Team
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Tete A Tete

Quebec Budget 2015: Government Expected To Balance Books

Mike Duffy Never Raised Eligibility With PM,
Conservative Source Says

China Reaffirms Commitment On
Economic Corridor

Suspended Senator Mike Duffy never raised his eligibility with Prime
Minister Stephen Harper or asked to be named to an Ontario seat,
a Conservative source said Wednesday. The source, who spoke on
condition of anonymity, was responding to that
Duffy was worried he wasn’t eligible to take a
Prince Edward Island seat in the Upper Chamber.
Tuesday that Duffy asked to be named from
Ontario rather than P.E.I. but Harper told him he
needed to fill an Island seat. A spokesman for the
Prime Minister’s Office on Tuesday refused to
comment because the case is before the Ontario
Superior Court. Duffy has pleaded not guilty to
31 charges of fraud, breach of trust and bribery.
Duffy moved to Ottawa in the 1970s to report from Parliament Hill. He
bought his current suburban Ottawa house five years before Harper
named him to the Senate. On his way into court again today, Duffy
wouldn’t say anything when asked directly about his eligibility and
what he told Harper.
Protecting Stephen Harper’ For Tom Mulcair, leader of the Official
Opposition NDP, it could explain why Stephen Harper’s office seemed
so concerned with Duffy. Mulcair pointed to the months of questions
Harper endured in the House of Commons, the more than $90,000
his chief of staff gave Duffy to pay his Senate expenses, and the
ever-shifting explanations for what happened. “The Constitution said
they have to reside in that province. So everyone’s been asking the
same question since the beginning,” Mulcair said.

ISLAMABAD: The Peoples Republic of China has reaffirmed its
commitment for the multi-billion dollar project of China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC), the fate of which was sealed during
Chinese
President
Xi
Jinping’s momentous visit
to Pakistan earlier this
month. This was stated
when China’s Ambassador
to Pakistan Sun Weidong
called on Prime Minister
Nawaz Sharif at the
prime minister house on
Thursday where he presented a letter from the Chinese president
to the premier, a statement issued from the PM House said. In the
letter, Chinese President Xi Jinping upheld Beijing’s commitment
for the implementation and success of the economic corridor, the
culmination of which is expected to further reinforce the friendship
between the “iron brothers”. Jinping also conveyed his thanks to
the prime minister for the hospitality extended to him by Islamabad
and the excellent arrangements made to ensure a successful
visit. During Xi’s much talked-about visit, Pakistani and Chinese
officials signed a series of more than 50 accords to inaugurate the
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor, which will create a network of
roads, railways and pipelines linking China’s restive west to the
Arabian Sea through Pakistan.

Nawaz Calls Modi, Appreciates India’s Rescue
Efforts In Nepal

Nick Loeb Takes His Case For ex Sofia
Vergara’s Frozen Embryos Public

In a series of tweets posted on his official Twitter account on Thursday, Indian
Prime Minister Narendra Modi thanked Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif after the
latter called him and appreciated India’s efforts in the rescue operations in
quake-hit Nepal. Modi said Nawaz had also
expressed condolences for those who had
lost their lives in the earthquake that also
hit various parts of India. According to a
statement issued by the Foreign Office, PM
Nawaz said that Pakistan and its people
express support and solidarity with the
government and people of India, and are
ready to extend every possible assistance
needed. PM Nawaz also reiterated what he
had said during last year’s floods in Pakistan and India that natural disasters
of this nature highlight the importance of a joint regional approach for their
effective management, the FO said. Modi’s tweets come barely a day after an
interview quoted Nawaz as saying that India had failed to respond to Pakistan’s
desire for good relations. Bilateral ties went into a freeze after Pakistan’s High
Commissioner Abdul Basit held meetings with the Kashmiri Hurriyat leaders
last year which annoyed the Indian foreign ministry. Since then, the two sides
have taken tentative steps towards a possible resumption in dialogue, with
Foreign Secretary S. Jaishankar visiting Islamabad for talks with his Pakistani.

The ex-fiancé of actress Sofia Vergara, one of the
stars of the hit ABC comedy Modern Family, has
defended his lawsuit
seeking to take two
frozen
embryos
the couple created
before separating.
In a New York Times
column
published
W e d n e s d a y,
businessman
Nick
Loeb said that after the pair split in 2014, he
sought to take the embryos to have them carried
to term assuming all financial and custodial
responsibility but she refused. “When we create
embryos for the purpose of life, should we not
define them as life, rather than as property?” he
wrote. Representatives for the Colombian-born
Vergara, who last September earned the distinction
of being the highest paid U.S. television actress for
three consecutive years, could not be immediately
reached for comment.
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Rain Hampers Nepal Rescue Teams,
Death Toll Nears 5,500
KATHMANDU: Rescue teams toiled in pouring rain on Thursday in the debris
left by last week’s devastating earthquake in Nepal, but officials said the
chance of finding any more survivors was bleak as the death toll neared 5,500.
While rescue teams were out in the capital Kathmandu despite the rain,
helicopters could not fly to the worst-hit areas in the countryside of the
impoverished Himalayan nation. “There may not be any more survivors,” said
Rameshwor Dandal, chief of the
disaster management centre
at Nepal’s home ministry. “The
rain is adding to the problems.
Nature seems to be against us.”
Anger over the slow pace of the
rescue flared on Wednesday with
protests outside parliament. In the
interior, villagers blocked trucks
carrying supplies, demanding the
government do more to hasten
the distribution of aid that has flooded into the country but has been slow to
reach those in need. An official from Nepal’s home ministry said the number
of confirmed deaths from Saturday’s 7.8 magnitude earthquake had risen
to 5,489 by Thursday morning. Almost 11,000 were injured, and more than
80 were also killed in neighbouring India and Tibet. Many people have been
sleeping in the open after the quake - the United Nations has said 600,000
houses were destroyed or damaged. It has said eight million people have been
affected, with at least two million in need of tents, water, food and medicines
over the next three months. Dandal said foreign rescue teams had told him
that their work is almost done because there is little chance of finding any
survivors.

Royal Baby Belies Problems Of The
Ageing Windsors
LONDON: The birth of a princess on Saturday
demonstrated the enduring strength of Britain’s rulers,
consolidating four generations of a family now more popular
than ever, but cannot hide the weaknesses of an ageing
institution. Queen Elizabeth II turned 89 just weeks ago
and shows no sign of abdicating, even if she has stepped

back a little from public duties in favour of her 66-yearold son and heir Charles, the Prince of Wales. Prince
William and his wife Kate’s second child will be fourth in
line to the throne after Charles, William, and his first-born
George a strong dynasty that could continue for another
century. Congratulations have flooded in for the parents,
the glamorous Duke and Duchess of Cambridge who
have helped give the Windsor family a modern makeover.
The new princess will be the first to benefit from a new
law ending the age-old bias favouring a male succession,
meaning that she cannot be passed over in favour of any
younger male siblings. The legal change has helped bring
Roohi Bano: In And Out Of Darkness
the royals into the 21st century but there is only a slim
Much has been written about the finest actress of her time, from her outstanding chance that she will ever wear the crown, in a family where
PTV career to her present-day anguish. Perhaps the word that best describes the future is dominated by the older generation.
Roohi Bano’s current predicament is
View From Abroad: Election Dilemma
‘unfortunate’ she has suffered so much at
the hands of ill-fate and repeated mishaps
In The UK
that it seems all that remains for her now is
With just days to go before the closest UK general elections
pain and agony. Had Bano’s life been the
in decades, I find myself in a quandary. As a UK resident, my
subject of a film, it would have been quite
vote has been registered for the first time, and I have less
a tear-jerker. After two failed marriages, her
than a week to decide whom to vote
son’s murder in the prime of his youth left
for. Normally, I would vote Labour,
her already tormented soul deeply wounded.
even though Ed Miliband has never
Bano’s sadness also stems from the fact
impressed me very much. In fact, he
that she suffers from schizophrenia. A ray of
was comprehensively outperformed
hope broke through the gloom when she began to respond well to treatment
in the recent BBC Question Time
at the care facility, Fountain House. But the break in medication, the lack of
programme by David Cameron.
emotional support and now a murderous attack in what seems to be an effort
The problem is that in the Wiltshire
constituency of Devizes where I live
to forcefully occupy the only real asset she has, her house, have undone all
part of the year, Claire Perry, the
of the progress she was making earlier. The recent threat to her life came last
Conservative candidate and MP in the
week when Bano was attacked by her son’s friend according to an FIR filed at
the Gulberg police station, after she refused to sell her Gulberg residence to last parliament, is so far ahead in the polls that no one has the
him. The suspect had allegedly been pressing her for a couple of months to remotest chance of catching up. She is polling at 55 per cent,
sell the property to him. Upon her refusal, he attacked her with a sharp object while the Liberal Democrat candidate is trailing with 27pc, and
and fled. She sustained injuries on her head and ear, and according to hospital Labour is at a distant 10pc. And to be fair, Perry has done an
excellent job in representing her constituency: accessible and
sources, her condition is now stable and she is out of danger.
helpful, she has earned her poll numbers.
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6 Homemade Egg Face Packs And
Masks For Healthy Skin
I love homemade face packs! Our kitchen is full of wonderful products that can do wonders to enhance
our beauty. Are you pondering upon how to keep skin healthy?
Most of us are aware that Eggs act as an excellent hair pampering product however, they can prove
miraculous in Improving our skin tone, Texturing and Minimizing fine lines and wrinkles too. All you have
to do is to make some homemade face packs with eggs and pamper your skin. Here are 6 egg face masks
that are completely homemade. Try them and see the results yourselves.

Egg Face Mask 1: Recipe with egg white:

Take Egg white and apply it directly on the cleansed face
with a cotton ball. Let it dry for 10 – 15 minutes and rinse
off with plain water. This helps in improving blood circulation
and tightens skin.

Egg Face Pack 2: Recipe with egg yolk for dry skin:

Take Egg yolk and mix it with one teaspoon of honey.
Mix them well and apply on cleansed face. Keep it on for
10- 15 minutes and wash off with plain water. This is very
beneficial in providing moisture to dry skin.

Egg Face Pack 3: Recipe with egg white for acne:

Take some egg white and mix it well with some fuller’s earth
(multani mitti).Keep mixing until you get equal consistency.
Apply this on the face and let it dry for 15- 20 minutes.

www.syncmag.ca | 01st Apr - 30th Apr 2015

Egg Face Pack 4: Recipe with milk, carrots and egg
white:

Take some egg white and a small carrot with some milk.
Grate the carrot finely and mix it well with the egg white and
milk. Apply it and let it sit for 15- 20 minutes. This is a very
beneficial anti aging mask for all skin types.

Egg Facial 5: Recipe with Gram flour and lemon for
oily skin:
Take some gram flour and mix it well with egg white and add
few drops of lemon in it. Apply it for 20 minutes and rinse
after that with plain water.

Egg Face Pack 6: Recipe for Fine lines and Wrinkles:

Apply egg white and let it dry. Rinse after 10 minutes followed
by an under eye cream or gel. Repeating this regularly can
show great improvement.

Sync Health
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6 Harmless Habits That Cause Cancer

Little do we realize that it is our lifestyle- our way of living- that leads to most chronic health problems. In this
extremely fast moving world, it sometimes becomes difficult the root cause of many health problems with stress
and pressure getting the better of us in almost every phase life has to present. Speaking of it in the context
of cancer, we all know that some basic habits, smoking for instance, can lead to oral and lung cancer apart
from contributing to tumor growth in other parts of the body. We are aware of some habits that cause cancer,
exposing yourself to the sun for too long can be another- a cause for skin cancer.
In this article, we look at some daily habits that cause cancer. These can be categorized under harmless habits,
for little do we realize that these very habits can lead to cancer in the long run.
Here are 7 daily habits that can cause cancer- (the general perception of them being harmless habits that cause
cancer).

Sitting For long hours On Your Butt
Never realized this could be a
cause, did you? Well, research
studies conducted by the American
Institute for Cancer Research shows

showed that using talcum powder
when applied on the perineal area
increases the risk of ovarian cancer.
Make sure you give up this rather
harmless habit that causes cancer.

Working In Night Shifts
Here is a startling fact that you
must know. Working in night shifts
increased the risk of breast cancer
in women. Ina study that surveyed
about 2000 women, it was found
that women who worked in night
shifts for over two months had an
increased risk of developing the
that people who sit on their butt disease. Suppression of melatonin,
for long hours have an increased disturbances in sleep cycles and
risk to develop inflammation lifestyle changes were the primary
in internal organs of the lower contributors. Lack of Vitamin D
abdomen that can lead to cancer. too is a paramount contributor.
Moreover, sitting for long hours,
thereby reducing physical activity
can increase risk of endometrial Sleeping Close To Your Cell Phone
cancers and colorectal cancer.
This certainly is one of those daily
habits that can lead to cancer.
Talcum Powder
This topic has seen substantive
It is advisable not to use too discussion in the field of medical
much of talcum powder. Women science. The main conclusion
usually tend to use talcum powder, was that keeping your cell phone
sometimes on a daily basis, on the close to you when you sleep can
perineal area. A study in 2010 be detrimental to your health,

leading to cancer due to emission
of radiation. It increases risk of
breast cancer and brain tumors
over time. So make sure you avoid
this habit that can lead to cancer.

Sugary Beverages
This sure doesn’t need too much
explanation, does it. Sugars feed
cancer cells and are amongst the
main things that make cancer cells
multiply. Tea that is sweetened,
sodas and other sugary drinks are
amongst those daily habits that
cause cancer. So beware.
Processed Foods
They sure taste good. But they’re no
good if you wish to stay away from
the cancer radar. Processed foods,
with the innumerable preservatives
they contain, can without a doubt
lead to cancer.
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TELENOR FASHION
PAKISTAN WEEK 2015 BEGINS IN
KARACHI
Fashion Pakistan, the leading platform for Pakistani fashion
designers, kicked off Day One of the Telenor Fashion
Pakistan Week 2015 (TFPW) on 31st March 2015, at the
Pearl Continental Hotel in Karachi. Fashion Pakistan prides
itself in being the only council in Pakistan that produces
two seasonal fashion weeks every year.

Black Carpet Day 1
www.syncmag.ca | 01st Apr - 30th Apr 2015
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Fashion Pakistan, the leading platform for Pakistani fashion
designers, kicked off day two of the Telenor Fashion
Pakistan Week 2015 (TFPW) on 1st March 2015, at
the Pearl Continental Hotel in Karachi.Fashion Pakistan
prides itself in being the only council in Pakistan that
produces two seasonal fashion weeks every year. After
the groundbreaking success of the last fashion week,
(FPWAW) this time around, the council is coming up
With a bigger and an even better fashion week.
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Black Carpet Day 3

Fashion Pakistan, the leading platform for Pakistani fashion
designers, kicked off day three of the Telenor Fashion
Pakistan Week 2015 (TFPW) on 2nd March 2015, at
the Pearl Continental Hotel in Karachi. Fashion Pakistan
prides itself in being the only council in Pakistan that
produces two seasonal fashion weeks every year. After
the groundbreaking success of the last fashion week,
(FPWAW) this time around,the council is coming up with
a bigger and an even better fashion week.
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Fashion Pakistan, the leading platform for Pakistani fashion
designers, kicked off day four of the Telenor Fashion
Pakistan Week 2015 (TFPW) on 3rd April 2015, at
the Pearl Continental Hotel in Karachi. Fashion Pakistan
prides itself in being the only council in Pakistan that
produces two seasonal fashion weeks every year. After
the groundbreaking success of the last fashion week,
(FPWAW) this time around, the council is coming up with
a bigger and an even better fashion week.
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Mother’s Day Story!
“The heart of a mother is a deep abyss at the bottom of which you
will always find forgiveness”.
- Honore de Balzac

The story of Mothers Day is a
long one. It is neither a recent
phenomenon as many people
believe it to be. Nor it is the
creation of card and gift marketers
syndicate as assumed by cynics
of Mothers Day festival. To the
surprise of lot many people
Mothers Day celebrations are
first said to have taken place in
the time of ancient Greeks and
Romans hundreds of years ago.
Even Mothers Day celebrations
in UK began much before the
tradition saw the light of the day
in US. In US the efforts of Ms Julia
Ward Howe and Ms Anna Jarvis
are greatly recognized for starting
the tradition of Mothers Day but
several other women too made
remarkable contribution to further
the cause of Mothers Day holiday.

Today, Mothers Day is celebrated
with lot of enthusiasm in over 46
countries across the globe. Though
Mothers Day celebrations take
place at different times around the
world what is remarkably same
are the feelings with which people
celebrate Mothers Day. This is so
because mothers are as caring in
East as they are in the West. The
difference between mothers from
one part of the world to the other
simply does not exist and so are
the feelings of children. Mothers
Day has come to be internationally
recognized as the day to honor
all mothers and thank them for
the services they impart for the
benefit of their individual child and
consequently to the development
of mankind.
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Celebrations in the time of Greeks
and Romans
The tradition of Mothers Day
started with the ancient Greeks
who celebrated their annual spring
festival in honor of Rhea, the mother
of many Gods and Goddesses in the
Greek mythology. Ancient Romans
too celebrated a spring festival
by the name of Hilaria in honor of
Cybele, a mother goddess, some
250 years before Christ was born.

in 1872. An activist to the core Julia
utilized her potentials to further the
cause of Mothers Day. She wrote a
powerful Mothers Day Proclamation
in Boston in 1870 and demanded
declaration of official holiday and
celebrations on Mothers Day. Her
idea gained popularity but she could
not get the idea implemented. Julia
is also credited for penning words
for Civil War song, “Battle Hymn of
the Republic”.

Celebrations in UK
In UK, Mothers Day celebrations
started by the name of Mothering
Sunday, several years before the
tradition found its roots in UK.
Mothering Sunday came to be
celebrated following the practice
in UK of 17th century wherein
children of poor families were send
to work as apprentice and domestic
servants with the rich. These
children were allowed to visit their
‘Mother Church’ or the Cathedral
of their home town annually in the
middle of the fasting month of Lent.
Children met their mothers after
visiting the church and presented
them with flowers and special
‘Mothering Cakes’. The custom
received a set back with the advent
of Industrial Revolution when
the lifestyles changes. American
soldiers contributed in the revival of
the tradition after the World War II.

Celebrations In Pakistan & India:
The concept of celebrating Mothers
Day on the second Sunday of May
is some new in India & Pakistan and
it can be said that in a time span of
less than a decade, Mothers Day
has been a great success. In the
presence of umpteenth number of
existing festivals, it is a remarkable
achievement for a foreign festival
to make its presence felt in the vast
and culturally diverse communities
of sub-continent. Just as in the
West, Pakistanis & Indians too take
Mothers Day as a time to reflect on
the importance of mothers in their
life. They take it is time to think
about all the pains their mother took
while they were sick, the hardships
she went through in bringing them
up and all the sacrifices she made
so that they lead a better life.

Mothers Day is the time to say a big
thank you to mother for all this and
Genesis of the Festival in US
for being a constant guiding force
The story of Mothers Day in US in our lives.
began with the efforts of a dynamic
writer and poetess, Julia Ward Howe

Struggle
of Anna Jarvis
A loving daughter from
West Virginia, Anna Jarvis is
recognised as a ‘Founder of
Mothers Day’ and ‘Mother of
Mothers Day’. Anna kept the
word of her activist mother,
Mrs Ann Marie Reeves Jarvis
who once expressed a wish
that someone should strive
to provide mothers their
due recognition. After her
mothers death in 1905, Anna’s
determination became strong
and she along with several
supporters started lobbying
for the official holiday on
Mothers Day by writing letters
to the people in power. To
celebrate Mothers Day, Anna
began to send her mothers
favorite flowers, carnations in
her local church requesting
people to wear them in honor
of their mothers. The idea
gained immense popularity
over the years and in 1910,
West Virginia became the first
state to recognize Mothers
Day holiday. On May 8, 1914
President Woodrow Wilson
signed a Joint Resolution
designating
the
second
Sunday in May as Mother’s
Day.
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MAGICAL & MYSTICAL:
RFAK LIVE IN MONTREAL
Indo-Pak magical & mystical voice Ustad
Rahat Fateh Ali Khan, who nowadays is
most talked about & fascinating singer with
some of the most super hit songs played
back for top bollywood movies & Pakistani
classical singles was here in Montreal to
enthrall audience with his one of the best
performances at St. Denis Theatre. The
RFAK’s charged performance allowed our
Montréal audience to experience an array of
emotional & entertaining moments.

Rahat Fateh Ali Khan Live In Montreal
www.syncmag.ca | 01st Apr - 30th Apr 2015
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Rahat Fateh Ali Khan Live In Montreal
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Rahat Fateh Ali Khan Live In Montreal
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For information contact:

514-360-3760
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Morning Madness No More!
Getting ready for work in the morning is never easy, especially when you have children.
Proper planning and time management can save you from a great deal of stress while
getting yourself and your children ready for work and school.

Preparation
You may feel too tired to make lunches or iron
your and your children’s clothes for the next day in
the evening after work,
but this could save the
day. Even if you make
lunches in the morning,
make sure you have a
plan in the evenings.
Checking if there is
enough bread, milk and
other essentials could
save you from having to go to the shop for an
emergency just before work.
Mind, Body And Soul
Creating positive energy in the home can create
positive vibes that can see you and your children
through the toughest day. Meditation/prayer,
exercise and eating healthy are a great foundation
for a happy and calm environment. Plan these

activities so that they don’t require the children to
be up too early in the morning or this could create
grumpy irritable children.
It’s In The Collective
The responsibility of getting the children ready
for school should not just rest on the parents’
shoulders. Even younger children can take up
certain responsibilities for something as small
as making sure their shoes are on or that their
backpacks have everything they need for the day.
Consistency is key
Try to plan bedtime and wake up times at the same
time every day during the week. The routine needs
to be consistent so that your and your children’s
minds get used to doing the same things and
it doesn’t become difficult to get ready in the
morning. When you’re calm your children take the
cue from you and they’ll have a smooth day.
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Sync-Potpourri

The 4 Fundamental Forces
You need to come to grip the four fundamental forces that pursue competing values
and pull you and those around you in different directions: create, control, compete and
collaborate.
These forces drive or thwart growth in paired oppositions: create vs. control and compete vs.
collaborate. The paradox of growth is that it is born from the tension and constructive conflict
of these opposing forces and their agents. These fundamental forces aren’t determined by how
you feel or think; they’re defined by the outcomes you pursue or avoid. The forces of create and
control largely determine your level of ambition and your tolerance of risk.

Create is about doing new things. It includes
your aesthetic vision and artistic expression
as well as your psychological and spiritual
exploration.

Control is about doing things right, security
(safety and savings) and productivity
(accomplishment and advancement). You can
find the tension between create and control in
your everyday life, like how your efficient daily
grind has crowded out your creative soak time
for playing the guitar or mediation. The forces
of compete and collaborate govern your
speed of innovation and your sustainability.

Collaborate is about doing things that last
learning and intellectual development and
your connections with family and friends. The
compete vs. collaborate tension is where your
work-life struggles occur.

Balancing the 4 Fundamentals
Of course, in the right measure, situation and
sequence, you must engage all four types of
growth but not all at once and certainly not all
the time.
You need to practice prismatic thinking by
syncing what you seek with how you seek it.
You cannot create your own white light the
integration of all colors, your wholeness
Compete is about doing things now. It without understanding the composition and
includes vitality (your physical and emotional integration of its parts. That means you must
determine how you want to grow within your
health) and your financial well-being.
world.
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YOUR PAMPERING
GUIDE TO PROM!
An event you look forward to through all of high school, and look back upon for the rest of your life is upon you. Tis the
season for scooping up a seriously stylish look for prom night! For the purpose we’d sum up some most essential advices
below, regarding the perfect hair style, dress & pose for pictures, to let you standout & feel all gorgeous!

Gown Up!

Whether waltz length
or bit shorter, gowns
continued to stand
strong & it’s no wonder
why: they’re sexy yet
romantic and above
all, supremely figure
flattering.

Pick Your Closet
There are so many trends and styles to choose from, major trends on the
runway have also translated to prom looks, so you can look totally redcarpet-ready just make sure your look isn’t too over-the-top. We’ve here
rounded up some modish looks straight away from the ramp of Sunsilk
Fashion Week 2015 for you!
Whether you are looking for a long, flowing gown or a fancy short skirt,
from slits to cutouts and even sheer detailing, it is all about keeping it
stylish and chic, just
stars.
www.syncmag.ca
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Skirts in Style!
Printed, floral, polka dot,
striped, pleated, lace,
graphic, scallop hem, etc.
are all options to define
your own style statement!

Spark Jackets

Daring girls, go
playful for prom!
Take a cue from
these stylish
looks and rock
embellished jackets
to prom this year.
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Playful Pants
Wearing
pants to prom
is already a
bold fashion
statement, but
for an ultra
fashion-y look,
skip black for
a bright hue,
patterned pants

Tips For Perfect Hairstyle
Your hair should complement your dress, not compete with it. The same goes with your prom
makeup. Figure out your makeup last -- after you’ve chosen the dress and hairstyle.
Consider your personality. If you are a casual girl who never wears makeup & want to be
comfortable, the prom is not the day to break out your inner Kim Kardashian. Leave the formal
updos for the classic, traditional girls in your school.
Curly hair looks amazing either down or up, left curly or blown-dried super-straight. Straight hair
can be curled into waves and wound into ornate updos. Wavy hair can be either straightened or
curled and is the perfect texture for half-up/half-down styles as well as updos.
Finally, when selecting styles, think ahead 20 years. Those prom photos may show up on 2035’s
version of Facebook, so you want to look fabulous and timeless
www.syncmag.ca | 01st Apr - 30th Apr 2015
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Sapphire Launches Their Lahore Flagship Store
With the success of their Karachi flagship store launch in
December 2014, acclaimed retail brand ‘Sapphire’ launched
its Lahore flagship store in Gulberg 3, Lahore on Friday,
10th April 2015 with an exclusive preview of their new
collections and outlet. Nabeel Abdullah Director Sapphire
has said “We have received tremendous response from our
flagship store in Karachi and look forward to providing the
same quality in terms of fabric, designs and service to our
patrons in Lahore. The idea isto sell a ‘designer’ product
at an affordable price for all.”
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Dairy Of The Month

Sapphire Lawn Vol-1
Preview
The retail fashion brand Sapphire has introduced Sapphire
Lawn – Volume 1 on Wednesday 25th March 2015 through an
engaging preview held at its Karachi store.
The preview featureda live fashion presentation where models
showcased all 15 designs and their respective colourways
from Sapphire Lawn Vol1. The brand had also organized an
innovative fabric display where patrons were provided the
opportunity to personally experience and examine the high
quality fabric. The preview was well attended by SAPPHIRE
patrons, guests and esteemed members of the press. Sapphire
Lawn Vol1’s versatile and multi-faceted prints draw upon
influences from across time and geographical borders resulting
in a vibrant color palette and indigenous, novelty prints and
patterns.
The collection consists of French influences, Ethnic block prints
and Turkish elements with add-ons that include embroidery
on the neckline, shoulder pattis, embroidered hemlines,
embroidered sleeves and embroidered patches,silk dupattas,
chiffon dupattas and voile dupattas which can easily be
translated from day to night wear. Introducing 15 intricate
designs in two colourways, the first edition of Sapphire Lawn
is a journey of self-discovery for the free spirited Sapphire
woman.
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Home Couture And Mahgul, Co-Exhibited Their S/S ’15
Premium furniture and interiors brand Home Couture and coveted young fashion
label MAHGUL co-presented their respective Spring Summer ‘15 collections
through a one day only lifestyle exhibition on 4th April 2015 at the Home Couture
flagship store. The Exhibition was well attended by fashion and furniture patrons,
social personalities and industry stalwarts including:Chairperson of the Executive
Committee of the PFDC, Sehyr Saigol, fashion designers Sara Shahid, Khadijah
Shah, Rehan Bashir of The House of Kamiar Rokni,Sahar Atif, Faryal Aftab at Muse,
Amber Gohar and Hina Butt; make-up artists and stylists Shahzad Raza, Khawar
Riaz, Redah Misbah and Amber Liaqat, musicians Jimmy Khan and Sara Haider,
entrepreneurs Naz Mansha, Iqraa Mansha, Aamir Mazhar, Erum Kamal et al.

Pakistan’s largest Independent
Music Festival
‘Storm in a Teacup’ is Jamal Rahman’s vision to highlight the indie genre and support the efforts of
upcoming artists by providing them with a platform where they can showcase their talent. It further
aims to be the game-changer in the live music industry by being the forerunner in introducing large
scale music festivals in the country. Music festivals are reputed globally for being a prominent way
for artists to develop a substantial following and reach out to industry stalwarts, as exemplified by
international music festivals such as Coachella, SXSW and Glastonbury. This is what Jamal Rahman
aims to achieve through ‘Storm in a Teacup’. music producer Jamal Rahman. For Storm in a Teacup,
our focus was on the young, independent music scene, where we promoted indie artists who came
from Lahore, Karachi and Islamabad, specifically to perform atour festival.
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Kangana
Ranaut
It Is Tough To Hold On To A
Relationship In Bollywood
Kangana Ranaut is on a high after winning
the National Award for Best Actress for her
performance in Queen (2014), her second
in her eight-year-long acting career. She,
however, says that her Bollywood journey
has been a roller-coaster ride. The actor,
who feels that she still has a long way to go
but is happy with the way her career has
shaped up, talks about films, life, marriage
and more.
You look really excited after winning the National Award.
(Laughs) Yes, I am really excited. In fact, I am very happy… I am
happy because I won it for Queen. It was a small film with not too
many stars but everyone loved the film. It had a simple story and
the films became one of the biggest surprise hits of the years. So,
I am happy that I won the National Award for a good film.
Is a National Award always a confidence booster?
It definitely is. The response this time has been really
overwhelming. When you are in the industry for almost eightnine years, you make a lot of friends. These friends have been
constantly cheering for me. So, definitely this time it is even
more special because I have been able to make them happy.
There have been messages, phone calls and flowers still coming
in. I came to this industry in 2006 and won my first National
Award for Fashion in 2008. I didn’t know too many people at
that time, so the response was quite different from what it has
been this time.
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Coming from a small town with no background in films, you
have made it really big in Bollywood within a short span of
time. How much has life changed?
It definitely has changed. I don’t take pride in saying that I made it
big in Bollywood without a background in films. In fact, I still have
a long way to go. I think everyone in this industry has to struggle.
I too had my share of struggle. I was only 18 when I came to
films and I didn’t know anything about the industry. I grew up in
Bambla in Himachal Pradesh, which is really a small town where
everyone knows each other. That was a time when I wanted to
run away from the mountains because I found them very boring.
It was a big decision… I was always rebellious. (Laughs) Today,
after eight years, I have calmed down a lot. I am more mature
now. I see the same hills in a different way. I love the hills now.
I crave for my family and try to go back home whenever I get a
chance. Today I always want to have them around given that
I more or less have my future plans chalked out. I know what
I should do now and there is a sense of settlement that is working
within me.
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Does that mean marriage?
Not really. Marriage is just one of them. I am concentrating
more on my career. I feel I am getting better offers now and
films should be my focus now.
You have always said that you have inhibitions about marriage?
I don’t have inhibitions but I have certainly seen a lot in my
life. I never said that I am against marriage but to be honest,
it is very difficult to hold on to relationships in this industry. If
you plan to marry an actor and the career graph of both are
not at the same level it gives birth to complexities. If you are
not successful like your spouse then complexities grow. You
start becoming jealous and the relationship starts faltering.
Then there are so many successful people in the industry that
you might start getting attracted to other people, thus making
things even more complex. I feel it’s almost next to impossible
for me to marry someone from this industry. However, I don’t
have any concrete plans for marriage right now because films
are my priority.
Queen was a turning point in your career.
Not only for me but I feel it has been a turning point for the
industry. It has been a path-breaking film and a lot of things have
changed after Queen… the way screenplays are being written,
the way romance is being shows. It has made a difference in
every department from casting, costumes, dialogues, music -almost everything. I consider it to be a landmark film because it
was a single-woman protagonist driven film. In fact there wasn’t
a single frame in the film without me. When Queen released,
most people didn’t count it as a mainstream film but now they
perceive it as a mainstream film.
Your upcoming release, Tanu Weds Manu Returns, too is a
sequel to a film that was a surprise hit.
Yes (laughs) I have always given surprises. But this film is
certainly big because Tanu Weds Manu was a big hit. It’s again

a film I enjoyed doing because not too many films are made
where romance between a married couple is shown. Most
films end with the couple getting married. The sequel takes off
from exactly where we had left. The story focuses on Tanu and
Manu’s romance four years after their marriage.
You have a double role in the film.
I think that was the biggest challenge. It is always difficult to
make a sequel when the story takes off from exactly where it
was left in the last film because a lot of things change in four
years, particularly the physical appearance of the actors. In this
case, it was easy because the story starts four years after the
marriage. The bigger challenge was learning Haryanvi but I had
a very good teacher who made things look so easy.
How do you go about choosing scripts?
Luckily, I am in position today where I can choose films. But
there was a time I didn’t have that option. Today scripts are
being written keeping me in mind, so I have that advantage
now. I primarily decide to do a film if I like the script. It doesn’t
matter who is opposite me or Queen wouldn’t have happened.
Don’t you think that you have been lucky to get spotted easily
and have done quite a few good films within a short span of
time?
(Smiles again) I think I had my share of both good and bad luck.
I started with a good film like Gangster but nothing much was
happening after that. I got good projects like Life in a …Metro,
Fashion and Once Upon a Time in Mumbai. I was getting good
roles but I hardly had 15 minutes of screen time. It was a difficult
time. At times I used to get extremely depressed. I was young
at that time and I could easy have gone back and completed
my studies but I decided to stay here. Tanu Weds Manu gave
me encouragement. Things started changing with Krrish 3 and
then Queen happened. It hasn’t been a very easy journey but I
am certainly happy today because things are a lot brighter now.
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Rumors
Karan Johar Would like to pen book on film industry. Bollywood Directorproducer Karan Johar says the stories that happen behind the scenes are far
more interesting than movies and he would love to narrate them some day
in a book. “I feel telling a story about making movies will be interesting, not
the journey, but what happens behind the scenes because the biggest part of
making films is handling people and ego management... I feel what happens
behind the scenes would be a far more interesting read than what really
happens on the sets. An insider telling the other side of the films will be really
interesting,” Johar said here on the sidelines of the book launch of UTV group
founder Ronnie Screwvala. The 42-year-old Student Of The Year filmmaker,
however, joked that he was too young to write something now. “I would
love to write one but I am still very young to write something like that and
I would like it to come out when I am long gone,” he said.
According to a report on IANS, Bollywood’s superstar Amitabh Bachchan
has been awarded India’s second highest civilian award, Padma Vibhushan.
The actor received his Padma Vibhushan award from President, Pranab
Mukherjee, in New Delhi on April 8, 2015. Reportedly, Amitabh’s son
and daughter, Abhishek and Shweta, and daughter-in-law, Aishwarya Rai
Bachchan, attended the ceremony. Big B’s Shakti co-star, Dilip Kumar, who
has been unwell for months, was unable to collect his Padma Vibhushan in
person, the report concluded.
According to a report, Shah Rukh Khan’s ad shoot at Mehboob Studios was
recently targeted by a group of political activists. A source has been quoted
in the report as saying that a group of 50-60 political activists reached the
studios and threatened to stop the shoot as they had an objection with the
producer roping in foreign artistes without permission. The source quoted in
the report further reveals that the activists wanted to see the documents of
the artistes but the studio bouncers and the production team did not let them
enter. The activists also asked the producer to pay Rs 3-4 lac as fine for hiring
foreigners for the shoot but when the demand was not met, both the parties
got into a heated argument and that was when the production team had to
call the police, as informed by the source. The shoot was resumed after a
disruption of a few minutes.
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Rumors
According to a report in Mumbai Mirror, Sunny Leone and her husband, Daniel
Weber, are all set to launch their own banner. Daniel was quoted in the report
as saying that, “We already own a production house in Los Angeles called
Sun Lust but this one will be completely different with a new name and will
produce only Bollywood films. The first production will roll in October.” The
musician-producer himself turns actor with Dangerous Husn, co-starring two
new leading ladies and wife Sunny in a special appearance. Daniel recently
performed live with his rock band, The Disparrows, at a show, called India’s
Digital Superstars and now heads out to the Rhythm and Blues Music Festival
in Kasauli, Himachal Pradesh. He is quoted in the report as saying that, “I’ve
composed a number for my upcoming film. We recently filmed the first
song so it’s all been about singing and going for Hindi-speaking classes.”
According to a report on Bollywoodlife.com, Saif Ali Khan hadn’t been
able to be present at the court hearing held on April 6, 2015 due to his
busy schedule. Reportedly, the Mumbai High Court has given him another
chance and he has been ordered to appear before the court on June 18,
2015 for the next hearing in the Taj hotel assault charges filed against
him. In 2012, Saif Ali Khan had allegedly attacked an NRI businessman,
who misbehaved with the ladies (wife Kareena Kapoor Khan, sister-in-law
Karisma Kapoor, Malaika Arora Khan) accompanying him at the dinner, the
report concluded.
According to a report in Mumbai Mirror, Ekta Kapoor has added a nudity
clause to her contract to ensure that actors who sign up with her will not be able
to object to any sexually-charged scene or provocative dialogue in the script
when on the sets. The Central Board of Film Certification’s snipping scissors
may have scared away several filmmakers but Ekta Kapoor is going ahead
with an erotica titled XXX. And to ensure that none of the debutants working
on the project can later object to shooting explicit, sex-charged scenes or
mouthing titillating lines, the producer has inserted what is being referred to
as the ‘nudity clause’ in their contract. Ken Ghosh, who is directing the film,
has confirmed the news. He is quoted in the report as saying that, “We have
already had lots of discussions on how things would be shot and we do not
want any problems during the filming. So we decided it was best to put in on
paper as a techno-legal clause.”
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Mad Max:Fury Road

A masterpiece on a massive scale.
Director: George Miller
Star: Tom Hardy, Charlize Theron, Nicholas Hoult
Plot: In a stark desert landscape where humanity is broken, two rebels just might be
able to restore order: Max, a man of action and of few words, and Furiosa, a woman
of action who is looking to make it back to her childhood homeland. Cold-blooded,
botanically medieval, crusades-like, and horrifically thrilling that’s Fury Road. As for
Max, it looks like he’s the same archetypal Bane, only this time, he’s more immune
to “I’m not afraid, I’m angry.” He’s silent, and angry, and frustrated. He’s Rango-like,
reflective of the quest to solve the water-mystery. With everything red, orange, and
yellow, it seems like you’re viewing 300 blended in Saw, and over-the-top F&F.
George Miller revises his ideological construct in the most exhilarating, dreadful, and
striking manner this time. For all I know, the audiences spoil themselves with “cinematic
orgasms,” if that’s a thing, throughout the movie. They’re not afraid of the porcupinetrucks, maybe a little on the edge of madness, but that goes without saying. Here’s
a hint as to what it was like: Bane and Miranda beating the beep out of war-painted,
anti-Christian, Hulu tribe only this time, it’s some dark, full-raged action with mountain
bikes, and trucks, and springy tentacles moving idiotic half-Willy, half-Wonka The Da
Vinci Code Bettany’s horrendous versions. Miller puts his tribal culture in the crux of
action, which reveals an unorthodox, authoritarian, and devout portrayal of enmity. The
sport-arena action is complemented by prayers in Citadel, banging of drums, skeletonwheels, and skeleton-feels. It has a bizarre feeling you’re dredged into the modernity of
Prometheus and antediluvian era of the Exodus.
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More than anything Max’s deafening seriousness, Furiosa’s
bald-grace, armless-attraction, sense of responsibility, and
and absolute congeniality to the role (always imposingly
remarkable,) religious affirmation, banging, puffing,
booming, clatter, splash, tick-tick, boom the “fantasizedrealism” behind all the get-off-my-property-you-crazylunatic is what gives you the honesty-chills. The stunts,
the effort, the don’t-care-about-ourselves-just-love-themovie-please pledge, and the extraordinarily enormous 480
hours of footage into 120 minutes of freaking-awesome
warfare blows me off of my seat in the cinema to the pale,
scorching blaze of the sun, amidst the crazy-eyes of this
action-genre Orange is the New Black.
Even the over-editing has that medieval, darkly comical feel
to it, just like 300 for example (can’t think of another movie
with such aberrant effects, but such positive response.)
But like any other movie, there are points where you start
questioning yourself. Nothing seems to justify Max &
Furiosa’s relationship, mutual combats, strategies, certainty
of plans, and stuff like that. But by then, the movie’s not
about logic or sense anymore; it’s more about seeing what
you wouldn’t in ages. With such a brilliant ensemble I mean
it was pretty good for a solely madness-based movie you
couldn’t care less about the abacus-loving dumb-toads
sitting in exactly the middle seats of the theater to get the
most balanced view of the screen, and judge the minusplus of the 120 minute long clip. I feel like reporting their
stupidity to the CIA enough with the pen and paper!

Mad Max comes equitably with the characters, their roles,
and the titular projections. Each name is qualified by its
corresponding characteristic with the character in the
movie Spikers, Rictus Erectus et cetera. This complements
the heartfelt glow to the movie itself everything’s done
for the movie. They didn’t feel any need to impose worldly
sense into it, which is the best part, because that miniature
world seemed pretty damn believable to me but why?
Maybe it were those religious beats, maybe the dragonroars of engines, maybe it was just the psychological
effect. Whatever it was, it did what it planned to.
Mad Max: Fury Road puts forth the idea that there’s
so much more to combats than mere combats MMFR
incorporates belligerent, spoiling-for-a-fight attitude,
oppressed landscape, estranged and barbaric drug-lords,
heavy-weight weaponry and wheelers, and poster-paint
bombings. The intensified red-blaze of fire, the sandstormeffect, the preposterous turn of events, the nonsensical
touch of things, and the wacky script everything wrong
with the movie is everything good about the movie. Mad
Max: Fury Road revises the post-apocalyptic scene utter
dryness of region and minds and uses the irritating sense
of that dryness into a rigorous will to get past it with victory
Fury Road’s victory. It’s not about the comparative analysis
of protagonists and the white-witty-wackos, it’s about
what’s happening throughout. And when it happens, you’re
only remark is: “What a lovely day.”
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Nadal Still The Man Federer Fears’

Pietersen Jokes About England
Coaching Job

ISTANBUL: Switzerland’s 17-times Grand Slam winner Roger Federer on
Monday said he still believed Rafael Nadal was the favourite to win the
French Open next month despite the Spanish star’s troubled start to the
clay court season. Federer, who took his sole
French Open title in 2009, this week is refining
his own clay court game at the Istanbul Open,
the first ATP World Tour event to be held in
Turkey and the first time that Federer has
visited the country. But Nadal, who with the
exception of Federer’s win has taken every
French Open since 2005 to make nine in
total, has shown a dip in form over the past
weeks, failing to get past the third round at
last week’s Barcelona Open. Federer said he believed that Nadal was still
the man to beat on the red clay of Roland Garros, along with the in-form
Serbian world number one Novak Djokovic. “At the French Open, Rafa for
me is still the favourite alongside Djokovic who has been playing so well.
“Even though his (Nadal’s) form is not as good as in previous years, I still
believe when the French Open rolls around he is going to be very difficult
to beat,” he told a news conference in Istanbul. Federer, 33, is himself
looking for his own form on the slower clay after a long hard court season,
having lost in the third round to Gael Monfils at the Monte Carlo Masters
this month. But he said the Istanbul event was ideal for his preparations.

LONDON: Kevin Pietersen joked on Twitter that
he had applied for the England coaching job
on Wednesday, a day
after being sidelined by
new director of cricket
Andrew Strauss.“Morning
all, after a pretty bad day
yesterday I’ve given it a
lot of thought overnight,”
Pietersen wrote to his 2.56
million followers. “I’m applying for the coaching job!
Strauss revealed on Tuesday that Pietersen, 34,
will not be selected for England in the immediate
future, citing a “massive trust issue” between him
and the South Africa-born batsman. England are
currently without a coach following the dismissal of
Peter Moores last weekend. Pietersen, England’s
leading all-time run-scorer across all formats, was
axed by the England and Wales Cricket Board
(ECB) last year following a 5-0 Ashes whitewash
defeat in Australia. But after new ECB chairman
Colin Graves opened the door to a recall by
suggesting that he could force his way back into
the team by playing county cricket, Pietersen
signed for his former team Surrey.

Barca’s ‘MSN’ Attacking Trio In
Unstoppable Form

Tiger Woods Writes Letter To
Bullied Boy Who Stutters

MADRID: Messi to Suarez to Neymar, goal. Messi to Suarez to Neymar,
goal. That devastating and increasingly familiar combination served up by
Barcelona’s attacking trident of Lionel Messi, Luis Suarez and Neymar fired
the Catalan giants past Bayern Munich
into the Champions League final on
Tuesday. Although Barca lost the semifinal, second leg at the Allianz Arena
3-2, last week’s 3-0 victory in the first leg
at the Nou Camp, with two goals from
Messi and one from Neymar, meant
they progressed comfortably through
to the June 6 showpiece in Berlin 5-3 on aggregate. Tuesday’s match was
the latest masterclass from the South American trio, known in Spain as
‘MSN’, whose goals have put Barca on the brink of repeating 2009’s treble
of Champions League and Spanish league and Cup triumphs, the only time
a La Liga club have achieved the feat. After Bayern took an early lead, MSN,
who are playing together for the first time this season following the arrival of
Suarez from Liverpool, made their decisive contribution in the space of less
than 15 minutes.
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LOS ANGELES: Tiger Woods wrote a personal
letter of support to a schoolboy who contemplated
suicide because of a stutter, saying
“I know what it’s like to be different
and not fit in”.In the letter, published
by Golf Digest magazine Tuesday,
Woods revealed he too had suffered
with a speech impediment and
gave the boy encouragement to
overcome bullying. “I also stuttered
as a child and I would talk to my dog and he
would sit there and listen until he fell asleep. I
also took a class for two years to help me, and
I finally learned to stop,” the 14-time major winner
wrote. The boy, identified only as Dillon, quit his
high school football team after being teased and
bullied and his mother then wrote to LPGA tour
player Sophie Gustafson of Sweden, who has
had to cope with a stutter throughout her career,
saying she had only just prevented him jumping
to his death from his bedroom window last month.
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